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Visual observations

� Still the most powerful 
tool to obtain activity 
profiles

� Almost all meaningful
results have been de-
rived from “counting”

� Big question: 
is there a reason to 
plot meteors?

2009 Perseids
(Barentsen, IMO website)



Visual observations

1999 Leonids

� Extremely high resolution activity profiles possible

� Not achievable by any camera network because of 
Poissonian errors

� Requires excellent 
international coordi-
nation and motivation



Historical data?
� Analyses by Rendtel (Geminids, Orionids), Brown (Leonids),
Arlt (June Bootids)

� No comprehensive
set of data available

� Enormous amount
of data, but be care-
ful when analazing

Hoffmeister 1914



Forward-scatter observations
� Unattended observing possible, large numbers detectable
� Day- time showers: 
any chance of physical quantities of meteoroid streams?

� Alert- function for unexpected activity

McBeath 2007

Where are
the activity
curves?



Radiant searches

� Why do you do radiant searches?

� What meaning has the activity period? Molau and Rendtel 2009



Stream searches
� Go even further: why do you do stream searches?

� D-criteria compare instants
� What we need is a measure for finding similar evolutions
� Evolutionary D-criterion � „E-criterion“

Svoren et al 2006 Comet decay – Hughes 2003



Stream evolution

Babadzhanov et al 2008



Stream evolution

� Geminids, Quadrantids- > multiple parents

� Rubble pile asteroids enter standard picture:
nearly all near- Earth asteroids >200 m

� Disintegrate at Prot < 2 h
� Disintegration of body may a frequent process

� Study stream evolution under the premise of parent- body disintegration



Predictions vs. understanding

� The more robust the predictions the less
informative

� Predicting a system well 
does not necessarily mean
understanding a system well.

Lyytinen 2004

2009 Aug 12
Vaubaillon 2009, IMCCE website

+ IMO website live-graph



Meteorites

� contain unique information about the early
solar sytem (Weiss et al. 2008, 2009)

� Hand magnets destroy the remanent 
magnetization!

� Fireball networks + searching for fresh falls is
extremely important

� All efforts in running, combining, and analyzing
fireball data is welcome

� See also efforts of Virtual Meteor Observatory

By courtesy of A.Knöfel



Where to go

� Visual: concentrate on high- resolution graphs of major showers
� Video/Photo: concentrate on high- precision orbits

combine al efforts to get good statistics
� Forward scatter radio: go for real activity graphs!
� Simulations: compare in terms of particle densities (flux densities)

get a handle on the physics at comets / asteroids
� Lunar impacts: explore the real limits of the method

Can we use the Moon as an „observing location“?
� Fireball networks: meteorite droppers are very interesting.

Connect to meteorite hunters, perserve magnetization


